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The Prospects of Expired Film
Carson Bennett

Abstract:
The medium a film is shot on can be a powerful tool in a filmmakers arsenal when telling
a story. The most common of these are between film and digital, both with their own practical
and artistic merits. However, one that is often overlooked is that of expired film. This type of
film can often be unpredictable and show various visual effects or artifacts such as increased or
wild grain patterns, color shifting, or even deterioration of parts of an image. These different
artifacts can be another tool in the belt of the filmmaker. One of the main issues that faces one
trying to shoot on expired film is that unpredictability, both in what artifacts might manifest and
in how to properly expose an image. This research proposes testing out many different stocks of
expired film alongside fresh film in a controlled environment to both catalogue what artifacts
tend to appear in different stocks or under different storage conditions, as well as to determine
the best method to properly expose the appropriate stock.
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Introductions:
The term film can be somewhat of a nebulous concept at times: it is like the word bow, a
homophone with several different meanings. This, of course, can lead to several instances of
confusion surrounding the word. In the common vernacular it most readily refers to the idea of a
motion picture, a movie; “let’s go watch a film!” This terminology, however, derives from the
film stock used to capture images, the celluloid and emulsion. This film is composed of tiny
particles of silver crystals called silver halides which react to light when exposed (Schirmer
Encyclopedia of Film).
The chemically reactive nature of film stock, however, makes it susceptible to
degradation. The halides can react to radiation, and the chemicals or dyes inside the film can
decay. The rate of this degradation is affected by several factors: the sensitivity of the stock,
storage conditions, type of film--color or black and white, grade--consumer or professional, as
well as the different chemical makeup used by different brands (Hull, The 35mm Photography
Blog). When film leaves the expiration date nothing necessarily goes wrong with it, however
manufacturers can only guarantee proper sensitivity and color reproduction upt to that date. This
means that after that period, results become increasingly unpredictable. Expiration of this type
can take many forms: background radiation might fog the film, the halides might lose sensitivity,
contrast is lowered, and the deterioration of color layers might cause color shift. The key word in
these scenarios is ‘might’. No one can say exactly what will come out of shooting expired film
until it gets processed.
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An example of what expired film can change (Mikulec)

Because fresh film is relatively expensive, $190 for 400’ of 16mm film (B&H Photo),
eleven minutes and six seconds of run time (KODAK), one appeal of expired film is that it can
often be found for relatively cheap. Even a quick search on a site such as ebay can show a listing
for a lot of expired film containing 600’ of 16mm and 100’ of super 8mm film for $40
(alexcinas_attic). For the indie and no budget filmmakers, this can be a very large boon. To
bigger films, however, this also means that finding a particular type of film is a bit more difficult.
In the example above, there were four rolls of ektachrome, and two rolls of double-x 16mm film.
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That is a monetary reason, but if expired film is unpredictable, and if money wasn’t as
much of a concern why would one choose to shoot it. Simply put, shooting on expired film is the
only way to organically capture its own distinct visual artifacts. These artifacts, or the effects that
occur on image, are some of the things mentioned earlier: lowered contrast, fogging, color shift
or blotching, exaggerated grain patterns, or fraying of the image. The problem with adding these
digitally is that it will feel, on some level, fake: like those clearly added film filter effect. This is
because, for one it can be very difficult to accurately portray the complex and nuanced patterns
that arise on film stock, let alone expired film. But, likewise, these artifacts are affected by the
image being captured. This means that the easiest, and really the only way to capture these
effects for story telling purposes, would be to shoot it on expired film.
However, even if I wanted these artifacts in the advancement of whatever story I am
telling, presently it would be difficult to choose a stock to shoot on. Likewise, if this was a larger
production and money was on the line, it would be difficult to tell the best to shoot this stock.
These two problems are the aim of this research: what film stocks more prevalently contain
different visual artifacts and how would one properly expose that stock?

Related Work
Overall, there is very little work related to expired film, let alone cinema film. Shooting
on expired film stock is already a relatively rare and niche subject matter and correspondingly
there is little to no research on the matter. Although there is little academic work, the spirit of
expired film lives primarily in the blogosphere on the internet. The most prevalent source is Film
Photography Project which has a number of videos showing the results of shooting on expired
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film as well as a number of blog posts on the topic, the most popular of which gives a very good
description of the process and results of shooting expired film (Raso). Other than this, however,
there is very little on the subject.
On the other hand, the practice of shooting on expired film has become relatively popular
in the photographic world, where the different visual characteristics are sought after and
explored. Some companies have even attempted to recreate these with special film that has been
pre-treated to simulate those effects. This means that most of the information on the subject will
come from these online articles which discuss the merits and process of shooting on expired film,
even though it is photographic.

Methods
The first stage in the process of answering this question is in researching the different
film stocks that can be tested and organizing these. Not all films released has the ability to be
properly processed today, mostly famously with the case of Kodachrome. Film stock can be
broken down into four basic categories: black and white negative, black and white reversal, color
negative, and color reversal. Film can also be categorized by size, however, because the stock
remains the same independent of size and the most efficient with cost and availability is 16mm
film, this will be what is used. I will categorize the different stocks under these as well as by
film type. An example of this is is Kodak’s 500t film. This is 500 ISO negative film with a
tungsten white balance. This same type of stock has different generations based on the year it
was released. The newest iteration is Vision 3, before that Vision 1, Vision, and EXR, each
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released subsequently prior. After creating these film groups and researching methods of
processing them in present day, I will move onto the next stage: acquisition.
As the name implies, this stage will comprise of gathering all of the films that I will test.
I will also collect at least two of each stock from different sources, except for fresh stock, to even
out the differences in storage. Because it will be more cost effective to batch test the film, and
because I will not be able to find all of the film immediately, I will spend 3 months gathering all
of the film, cold storing it before moving on to the testing stage.
After I have gathered all of the film I will conduct a preliminary strip test of all of the
stocks. A strip test is a way to see how to properly expose film. To do this I would shoot a small
section, around 5’ of film on a gray card under white light and send it to a lab who would
develop it and send back printer light numbers. These numbers, corresponding to the red, green,
and blue in an image, tell how an image might look and how to expose for it.
After getting these strip tests, I will take all of the film and then shoot a specific scene
with all of the film, underexposing one stop, its factory rated ISO and a minimum of three stops
over exposing or until the number of stops overexposed is equal to the number of decades since
its expiration. This scene would contain a grey card, color chart, a black skinned, brown skinned,
and white skinned person, and items of different colors such as fruit. This will be lit with
daylight balanced light or tungsten balanced light depending on the white balance of the film
stock.
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An example of how the scene might look

An example of how this table might look
Kodak 500t

Storage
notes

Vision 3
2014-2020

Cold
stored by
kodak:
control
storage

Vision 3
2007-2014

Cold
stored by
kodak:
control
storage

Vision 2
2002-2007

Cold
stored,
retailer

Vision

Cool, dry,

3 stops
overexpos
ed

2 stops
overexpos
ed

1 stop
overexpose
d

Listed
ISO

1 stop
Underexp
osed
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1996-2002

container

Vision
1996-2002

Hot,
unknown

The empty cells will contain both a visual of the scanned film, as well as notes on the
different visual artifacts present.
The last stage of this will be in organizing all of this information by describing what
artifacts each film stock tends to have as well as how many stops should be compensated for
proper exposure as determined by a waveform monitor. An example of how this would be used is
if someone wanted a relatively low grain stock that had higher colorshift they could look for a
film that matches that criteria and then see how to properly expose it as well.

Expected Results
The objective result to come from this research will be a thorough and consistent visual
comparison between different film stocks, both expired and fresh as well as general guidelines
for shooting that film with the printer lights as well as the images generated.
Alongside this visual product, a catalogue of the different visual artifacts that can be
found in different stocks of expired film will be created.
I expect that the older the film the greater number of artifacts present, and more degraded
the images will become. The same goes for color reversal, and, to a lesser extent, color negative
film.

Conclusion
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Shooting on expired film has become a popular practice in the photographic community.
There, the different effects that expired film can lend an image such as the grain and color shift,
as well as an organic physicality or nostalgia are relatively widely explored. However, the same
can not be said about cinema film. There are many different ways that the visual characteristics
of expired film can add to a story, but these opportunities are often overlooked. Hopefully, with
this research, the practice of shooting movies on expired film stock will not only become easier,
but thereby more broadly accepted and explored.
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Budget
The primary cost will come from the film stock itself. To test the film with both a strip
test and the minimum of five different exposure settings will require at least 35’ of film for each
stock. There are seventeen modern film stocks being made (Wikipedia). Film Photography
Project sells 100’ of 16mm for $50 a roll (Film Photography Project) which equates to $850.
Although to extrapolate the cost of purchasing the bulk of the expired film is incredibly difficult,
assuming that it would cost five times as much as that is reasonable for the much greater amount
of film needed: not all of those stocks have been around long enough to have a lot of expired
film such as the ORWO stock, but Kodak has many generations of expired stock.
The next biggest cost would be in the developing and scanning of the film. To develop
and scan a 100’ roll of 16mm film at 1080p with cinelabs student rate costs $65 (Cinelab). Using
the previous estimate about the number of rolls, that would come to $6,630.
Another physical necessity would be the proper equipment and environment to shoot the
film. This would entail the rental of a camera and lenses, around $150 a day, as well as of a
studio and simple lighting package costing around $800 a day. Lastly, 3 human models as well as
props would be required with an estimated cost of at least $100 a day. The process of shooting
this would take around 5 days totalling around $5,250.
The final cost would come in the research hours required to organize and asses the
footage gathered as well use that in conjunction with research relating to visual design so as to
create a final product. This would total approximately 3 weeks of standard business days of work
which would equate to a compensation of around $2,000.
Overall this comes to a budget of $18,980 to properly conduct an extensive and thorough
testing and cataloguing of the many generations of expired film.

